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Today in luxury:

Where brands are missing a trick in China

Sophisticated, picturesque and renowned as the centre of China's centuries-old silk trade, the city of Hangzhou has a
reputation to maintain within fashion circles. If any city has an intimate understanding of luxury, locals here often
boast, it is  theirs, according to Business of Fashion.

Click here to read the entire article on Business of Fashion

CEO talks: Van Cleef & Arpels' Nicolas Bos on navigating change

Nicolas Bos is the definition of a gentleman. Though the temperature in Paris was a withering 35 degrees Celsius, or
95 Fahrenheit, the dapper executive did not flinch at the suggestion of having his portrait taken on the balcony
outside his office near the former Paris Stock Exchange, per Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Airport retailers look to make every minute count

Any harried passenger knows that minutes count at airports. They matter, too, for airport retailers, reports the
Financial T imes.

Click here to read the entire article on the Financial T imes

Meet the rare designer who debuted with couture

Rather than produce clothes on the fast-paced ready-to-wear schedule, the designer Christine Hyun Mi Nielsen, who
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launched her brand last year, chose an unconventional path: She shows her collections on the official haute couture
calendar, says The New York Times.

Click here to read the entire article on The New York Times
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